Downstream

“I am glad that we fully harvested
the opportunities of the external
conditions in both refining,
petrochemicals and retail during
2015. However the historically high
USD 1.65bn clean EBITDA is not only a result of
favourable external conditions, but also reflects
substantial internal efficiency improvements. In
the Next Downstream Program we are well on
track and added USD 210mn improvement already
in 2015. With an action plan in place, we are very
confident that the programme will be delivered
with a total contribution of USD 500mn. In addition
to the business actions of the Next Downstream
Program, we have decided to devote more time and
attention to improve our internal working culture
based on our core values and behaviours. I believe
that this is the milestone of making all continuous
efficiency improvement programmes sustainable in
the longer term and to get closer to the highest level
of operational excellence.”
Ferenc Horváth – Executive Vice President,
Group Downstream

Downstream
overview
Outlook
 Macro conditions remain supportive, well above mid-cycle levels, however superior 2015 conditions likely to fade
 Downstream operation continues based on its strategic directions: efficiency increase in Refining, organic and inorganic growth in Petrochemicals and Retail businesses
 The Next Downstream Program continues with the aim of supporting the overall Downstream EBITDA and mitigate a potential shortfall caused by a softening in the external macro. The 2017 CCS EBITDA target of USD 1.3-1.4bn,
based on 2014 premises, includes:
– USD 350mn asset and market efficiency improvements
– USD 150mn contribution from strategic growth projects
 The Downstream business’s normalized CAPEX by 2017 should land between USD 400 – 500mn which provides an
excellent free cash-flow generation opportunity

2015
highlights
•Historically the strongest financial
performance with USD 1.65bn clean
CCS EBITDA, 89% above 2014 in USD
terms building on the foundations of
internal improvements
•Petrochemicals and Retail contributed
~50% of Downstream clean CCS
EBITDA, further continuing with the
integration of the business
•The first year of MOL Group
Downstream’s three year efficiency
program was successfully completed
with USD 210mn improvement as all
business lines exceeded their yearly
targets

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
MOL Group’s Downstream division is made up of
different business activities that are part of an integrated value chain. This value chain turns crude oil
into a range of refined products, which are moved
and marketed for household, industrial and transport use. The products include, among others, gasoline,
diesel, heating oil, aviation fuel, lubricants, bitumen,
sulphur and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG). In addition,
it produces and sells petrochemicals worldwide and
holds a leading position in the petrochemical sector in
the Central Eastern Europe region.
Our “Six production unit model” with a total capacity of
20.9 mtpa refining and 2.2 mtpa petrochemicals benefits from the synergistic operations of our complex high
quality asset base. Our high net cash margin-producing
refineries in Hungary and Slovakia make the most
of their geographical locations, as well as their wellbalanced product and customer portfolios. MOL Group
Petrochemicals brings distinct advantages to MOL
Group’s refineries whilst delivering high quality prod-

ucts to our customers. With widening our value chain
by completing the new 130 kt capacity Butadiene unit
and finalizing in the first quarter of 2016 the LDPE-4
unit, MOL Group is aiming to become more competitive on the petrochemicals market. Our retail network
is composed of more than 1900 stations in eleven countries predominantly located in the supply radius of
our refineries which enables us to maximize synergies
between refining & marketing and retail.
Feedstock optimisation ensures we select the most
appropriate raw materials for all of our refineries from
a wide slate of crude oil types. Based on actual crude
oil market trends and as a result of successful rehabilitation and expansion of the Friendship I pipeline, between 2012 and 2015 we achieved a continuous
increase in alternative crude processing in our refineries, compared to the Urals. Crude and raw materials
supplies and low-cost product distribution are achieved
through our extensive pipeline system and increased
storage depot coverage.
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portfolio elements
refining

Capacity in mt/y
Danube Refinery
Bratislava Refinery
Rijeka Refinery
Sisak refinery

NCI Index

8.1
6.1
4.5
2.2

10.6
11.5
9.1
6.1

logistics

Crude Pipelines

capacity in mt/y

Friendship (Slovakian part, owned by Transpetrol)
Friendship I. (bidirectional – total 129 km)
Friendship II.
Adria (Hungarian part)
Algyő
Porto Marghera – Mantova
Adria – JANAF (12% owned by INA)
product Depot (pcs)
Product Pipeline system:
MOL – 1,356 km
SN – 484 km

22.0
6.0
7.9
10.0
2.0
2.6
20.0
42
8.2
2.5

retail

Number of service stations
Hungary
Croatia
Italy
Slovakia
Romania
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Austria
Serbia
Czech Republic
Slovenia
Montenegro
Total

364
431
107
253
202
100
33
47
316
40
1
1894

Italy

petrochemicals

Production	capacity in kt/y
MPC - Ethylene
MPC - Polymer
MPC - Butadiene
SPC- Ethylene
SPC - Polymer
Pipelines
Feedstock and product pipelines
Ethylene (Kazincbarcika)
Ethylene (Kalush)

660
765
130
220
475
capacity in kt/y
2,700
160
100

our Service station

Domestic and core markets
Refinery
Petrochemical Plant
Oil pipeline
Poland

Petchem pipelines
Ethylene pipeline
Product depot

Czech Republic

Slovakia

Bratislava refinery
SPC

Austria

MPC

Danube Refinery

Hungary
Slovenia

Romania
Croatia
sisak refinery

rijeka refinery

Bosnia and
Herzegovina

Serbia
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“I would like to emphasize that we have
improved our asset availability in key
areas. Our organization is driven by
Downstream core values which attach a
great importance to safety, and together
with leadership changes a promising value
based culture development started in MOL
Petrochemicals during 2015. We continued
with the implementation of LEAN and
started an HSE leadership training
rollout, while NxDSP actions were also
successfully implemented in Downstream
Production. We are fully committed to
continue towards operational excellence as
we define our next strategic investments
that will ensure future successes.”
Miika Eerola –
Group Downstream Production SVP

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
First year of Next Downstream Program 2015–
2017 has been successfully closed
Building on the success and experience of the New Downstream
Program, which delivered USD 500mn efficiency improvement
between 2012 and 2014, MOL Group Downstream launched the
Next Downstream Program, a new wave of efficiency improvement initiatives covering the entire downstream value chain.
The Next Downstream Program, which runs between 2015 and
2017, continues to focus on long-term sustainable improvement
in order to exploit market opportunities and meet both external
and internal challenges. An ambitious USD 500mn EBITDA
improvement target was set for the program by the end of 2017,
based on:
 Asset and Market Efficiency Improvements
 Strategic Growth Projects
The program is an essential part of MOL Group Downstream
Strategy for 2015-2017, serving as a measurement tool for the
implementation of strategic goals.
After the first year of the program, the achieved results were
above target with USD 210mn clean CCS EBITDA added from
internal sources in 2015 vs. 2014. All companies and business
lines outperformed their yearly target, thanks to the continuous
activity of all stakeholders which focused on decreasing operational costs, achieving higher asset reliability, increasing sales
margin and sales volume.

Asset and efficiency improvement measures added around USD
150mn to the program (versus our target of USD 110mn for the
year), with particular successes achieved in white product yield
improvement of 1.6%. Higher operational availability in petrochemicals and around 15% seaborne crude sourcing in our landlocked Danube refinery’s crude intake, coupled with improved
retail performance contributed to the successes achieved during
the first year of the program. Simultaneously, strategic projects
contributed USD 60mn to the program, primarily on the back
of retail acquisitions and improvements in IES. Favourable
margin and price environment further boosted the Downstream clean CCS EBITDA by over USD 500mn, while a few
unplanned events partly off-set the positive contribution of the
actions above.
The future delivery of the Next Downstream Program and our
general Downstream strategic goals rest on three pillars: our
superior asset base, adopting to the needs of the market and the
competencies of our employees.

Assets: superior asset base further developed
Significant efforts were put in increasing reliability of our assets
during last year. Thanks for our efforts we managed to improve
operational availability both at MOL Petrochemicals and Danube
Refinery sites. In order to support good performance we have
introduced the DS Production SVP Reliability Award as a recognition for the best Production asset teams for devoting efforts to
achieve an increased availability of production units, the efficient
use of complex maintenance spend and the guaranteed

“We have indeed achieved our all-time
best results in 2015. This is to some
extent down to both the favourable
business environment, whilst being
able to influence the factors that are
within our control. We have no control
over crack spreads, however we do
control the efficiency of our assets, the
quality of our customer relations, and
the engagement and development of
our team. These are the three pillars of
the strategy that we launched when we
were facing a much more challenging
environment. This strategy continues
to be the backbone of our business
decisions.”
Ábel Galácz – Group Supply,
Trading & Optimization SVP

reliability of equipment. Turnaround Readiness reviews have
been conducted for various topics, including HSE, for all the major
turnarounds performed in DS Production during last year. In 2015
we started to implement an energy management system in accordance with the ISO 50001 standard in order to meet the requirements of the European Union’s directive on Energy Efficiency.
Part of our petrochemicals business strategy was to strengthen
competitiveness with a broader and higher-quality product
portfolio, and increase our market share in captive markets.
The 130 kt/year capacity Butadiene extraction unit successfully
started its commercial operation in October 2015. All test-runs
of the unit have been completed successfully and butadiene
production commenced in 2015. Utilization level is driven by
market demand since the commercial start-up. The Butadiene

Extraction Unit project started in 2013, and with an average
of 500 staff on site through the duration of project implementation, it achieved industrially recognized, outstanding level
of safety performance as they completed more than 1.3 million
man-hours without lost-time injuries (LTI).
The construction of the new 220 kt/year capacity Low Density
Polyethylene (LDPE) unit in Bratislava reached mechanical
completion in 2015 without any lost-time injuries. The new unit
will increase production flexibility, improve product qualities and
ensure higher naphtha off-take from the refinery.
In accordance with MOL Group’s strategy, we are also continuing
to optimise our logistics network. Our RTC (Rail Tank Car) fleet
renewal program has been continuing in order to reach an ambitious targeted 23 years average age of fleet by the end of 2016.
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“Logistics must be the differentiating
factor, always showing agility to
manage changes in supply and demand
and looking for new ways to meet our
customers’ expectations.”
Howard Lamb – Group Logistics VP

Market: we need to find leverage to strengthen
our captive market position
The Hungarian petrochemical company (formerly known as
TVK) continued its operation from August 2015 as MOL Petrochemicals, in line with the group’s strategy. The Tiszaújváros
based petrochemical operation is now fully merged and integrated with Downstream production and sales businesses,
successfully extending the production value chain and
improving efficiency.
In order to maximize commercial benefits, volumes of seaborne
crude deliveries were increased via the Adria pipeline and
brought over 1.2 million tons of crude oil into the Danube
Refinery, increasing the ratio of alternative crude oil processing
to 17% in 2015. Furthermore INA recorded an 18% increase in
non-Russian crudes, from 43% to 61%.
After closing the conversion process of the Mantua refinery
into a logistics hub, the Italian position is under transformation
and sales portfolio optimization is ongoing in order to continue
MOL Group’s wholesale activities in the Italian market and
improve its market position.
In case of natural gas the focus is on harvesting synergies
and cross-commodity gas, steam, and electricity margin optimization moving towards physical trading direction, while
in biofuels we aim to maximize potential in double counting
materials where bio content of fuel is coming from renewable
sources and improve bio mix to prepare for hitting the blending
wall.
The enhancement of logistics access to liquid/trading markets
such as Koper in Slovenia is being planned, which could provide
support to conclude trading deals closer to the sea. The establishment of an own depot in Serbia will ensure long term secu-

rity of commercial and logistics operations of MOL Group on the
Serbian market. With the planned Solin terminal upgrade of INA
in Croatia a reduction in operational complexity of the terminal is
being targeted by consolidating all the necessary assets and operation to a single location as opposed to the current two which
are connected with product pipeline, thus leading to a reduction
in operational costs and compliance with industrial standards
over the next 10 years. In logistics, new technology standards are
planned to be introduced in order to achieve standard asset and
service quality across the whole group.
Retail continued the network expansion primarily through
inorganic steps. As a result, a market leading position was
maintained in Hungary, Slovakia and Croatia, whilst becoming
the second player in the Czech Republic and the fourth player
in Romania with market shares in excess of 10% in all five
markets.
Our regional Retail market coverage and customer base will be
further extended after signing purchase agreements with ENI
and announcing the purchase of over 200 filling stations, as
MOL Group takes over ENI’s entire network in both Hungary
and Slovenia.
According to the new Retail strategic directions for 20152017, which sets MOL Group Retail to become the customer’s
first choice in fuel and convenience retailing, the new nonfuel FRESH CORNER concept has been developed based on
the needs of today’s customer and was successfully implemented in 28 stations across 6 countries in the region. At the
same time MOL Group also initiated programs for the safety of
customers and the environment, as defibrillators were installed
on selected highway stations, visual checks were organized for
drivers and over 4000 LED lights being installed across 6 countries in our energy efficiency programme.

“We continue the journey towards
delivering our strategic goals for
2017 by leveraging our selling points
and understanding our customers
better than anyone else on the
market. FRESH CORNER is a great
example of how we can maximize
our relevant fuel and non-fuel
offer in the CEE. Our aspiration is
to be seen as real hosts and make
customers smile and feel welcome.
Our aim is to substantially increase
retail’s financial contribution and
provide stable cash-flow generation
to the Downstream business
overall.”
Lars Höglund – Group Retail SVP

People: continuous development supports us to
reach our aims defined in our strategy
In order to support the achievement of downstream overall strategic targets, organisational changes have been made to the
structure of the Supply Chain Management and Supply / Trading
functions by integrating them into a new Supply Trading & Optimisation organisation within the frames of the so called Next
Generation Downstream project. As a result, the integration
will enable further utilization of operational synergies whilst
providing quicker reaction time and decision making process
in line with market opportunities. A key metric of the project,
in addition to a process change, was a cultural transition within
the group. Following the new operational setup, enhanced third
party purchases enabled keeping positions on the trading belt.
In addition, lean transformation continued successfully during

2015. Performance improvement of the sites will be additionally boosted with the introduction of an Operational excellence pilot, which will be launched at Bratislava site during the
course of the coming year.
Downstream production HSE related targets set for 2015
were achieved, as the 2015 SD&HSE action plan completion
was around 90%. We made a step change in Lagging Indicators acceptable limits set for 2015 and we set the limit for TRIR
(Total Recordable Injury Rate) as opposed to LTIF (Lost Time
Injury Frequency), providing a clearer picture on lower severity
incidents like RC (Restricted Case) and MT (Medical Treatment). 2015 TRIR landed exactly on the acceptable limit set at
2.3. Downstream Production aims to devote additional focus
on safety through the introduction of a new program pilot from
2016, which should dramatically reduce injuries, while simultaneously stepping up engagement at different sites.
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years. Substantial increases in demand were recorded in both
Hungary and Slovakia, while Croatian demand stagnated
compared to 2014 levels. Motor gasoline consumption developed positively as private consumption increased, as diesel
demand growth was even more substantial.

OPERATING REVIEW
OF 2015
External environment
FY 2014

FY 2015

Total MOL Group refinery
margin (USD/bbl)

3.4

6.1

Complex refinery margin
(MOL+Slovnaft) (USD/bbl)

4.6

Ch. %

Gasoline

Hungary
7.3

Slovakia

58

Croatia
98.9

52.4

(47)

Ural Blend (USD/bbl)

98.0

51.9

(47)

Brent Ural spread (USD/bbl)

1.35

1.39

2

Crack spread – premium
unleaded (USD/bbl)

11.3

15.9

40

Crack spread – gasoil 10ppm
(USD/bbl)

15.9

14.7

(7)

Crack spread – naphtha
(USD/bbl)

(8.1)

(3.8)
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(15.9)

(12.1)

359

680

Integrated petrochemicals
margin (EUR/t)

Market
Motor
fuels

Diesel

79

Brent dated (USD/bbl)

Crack spread – fuel oil 3.5
(USD/bbl)

Change in regional
motor fuel demand
FY 2015 vs. FY 2014 in %

3

8

7

1

8

6

(2)

3

1

Other

2

6

5

CEE 10 countries

2

6

5

Annual performance
MOL Group Downstream benefited from the favourable external environment and the success of internal efficiency improvement efforts, hence why Downstream’s clean
CCS EBITDA rose by an outstanding 124% in a year-on-year
comparison, amounting to HUF 462bn.

24
CCS-based DS EBITDA3,4
(bn HUF)

89

FY 2014

FY 2015

206.3

461.5

124

o/w Petrochemicals

37.2

160.3

331

o/w Retail

47.4

61.8

30

MOL excl. INA

235.4

454.7

93

INA

(29.1)

6.8

n.a.

MOL Group

Promising trends in downstream environment
The Downstream environment surprised to the upside in 2015,
as both refining and petrochemical margins surged reaching
levels well above mid-cycle levels.
Refiners benefited from shrinking oil prices through lower cost
of own consumption and losses. Lower oil prices likewise drove
the improvement of black product crack spreads. Additionally,
the gasoline crack spread was supported by high global demand
growth mainly driven by the US and Asia.
The integrated petrochemical margin reached all-time highs.
Spiking margins have been supported by the shrinking
naphtha price in line with oil. Furthermore, supply was limited
by planned and unplanned shutdowns as 19% of European
cracker capacity went offline in the second quarter of the year.
Import pressure to Europe eased as the USD strengthened 20%
against the EUR, coupled with healthy demand from the automotive and the packaging industry throughout the year.

Regional demand
Demand evolution in the CEE countries was heavily influenced
by the continued low end-user prices, reflecting the underlying oil price change. Market size increased by 5% versus the
previous year, well above the growth rates of the previous 3

CCS-based DS operating
profits 3,4 (bn HUF)

FY 2015

Ch. %

MOL Group

95.2

350.2

268

MOL excl. INA

147.3

363.9

147

(52.0)

(13.6)

(74)

INA
3,4

FY 2014

Ch. %

Notes and special items listed in Appendix I and II.

CAPEX by type (in HUF bn)
Total
Strategic projects
Normalized CAPEX

FY 2014
Restated

FY 2015

Ch %

186.9

180.3

(4)

115.2

88.0

(24)

71.7

92.3
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Total Downstream CAPEX stood at HUF 180bn, almost half of
that spending targeted strategic projects including the expansion of the retail network and organic petrochemical development. Considering the record high clean CCS EBITDA
generation over total CAPEX spending, Downstream was the
earnings engine of MOL Group during 2015 delivering HUF
282bn or over USD 1bn simplified free cash flow (clean CCS
EBITDA over total CAPEX).

In 2015, both Downstream Clean CCS EBITDA and Clean
CCS operating profit saw significant improvements over the
corresponding period of last year, reaching HUF 462bn and
HUF 350bn respectively. The excellent results came on the
back of:
(+) A favourable external macro environment, including
a substantial improvement of the Group refinery margin
(from 3.4 USD/bbl to 6.1 USD/bbl) and the integrated petrochemical margin (from 359 EUR/t to 680 EUR/t);
(+) Higher sales volumes in R&M, petrochemicals and retail;
(+) Positive internal development of the Next Downstream
Program including the material yield improvement in
refining and reduction of unplanned downtime especially
in MOL Petrochemicals;
(+) material yield improvement in refining;
(+) A 20% weakening of the HUF against the USD.

MOL continued to experience increased competition in its
core motor fuel markets amid supportive market conditions,
and as a result its Hungarian, Slovak and Croatian market
share declined in a yearly comparison. On the other hand sales
volumes increased more substantially outside the core countries. Petrochemical sales improved in line with improving
market conditions.
Significant improvement in retail performance
The Retail arm delivered a 30% increase on a clean CCS
EBITDA basis and contributed HUF 62bn.
FY 2014

FY 2015

Hungary

Total retail sales (kt)

864

934

8

Slovakia

452

536

19

1,077

1,075

0

501

586

17

Croatia
Romania

External refined and
petrochemicals product sales by product (kt)

FY 2014

Total refined products

FY 2015

Ch. %

16,724

17,234

3

o/w Motor gasoline

3,614

3,826

6

o/w Diesel

9,133

9,402

3

o/w Fuel oil

554

470

(15)

o/w Bitumen

629

553

(12)

o/w Retail segment sales

3,513

3,916

11

o/w Motor gasoline

1,073

1,157

8

o/w Gas and heating oils

2,347

2,661

13

Total Petrochemicals
product sales

1,126

1,298

15

o/w Olefin products

184

198

8

o/w Polymer products

942

1,088

15

0

12

0

17,850

18,532

4

o/w Butadiene products
Total refined and petrochemicals product sales

Ch. %

Czech Republic

147

359

144

Other

472

426

(10)

3,513

3,916

11

Total retail sales

 In Hungary volumes improved versus last year (+8%) due
to demand increase supported by lower fuel prices.
 In Slovakia sales grew by 19% versus 2014 as a result of
healthy demand trend and inorganic network expansion.
 In Croatia volumes stagnated year-on-year.
 Strong volume increase was experienced in Romanian
(17%) and Czech market (144%), mainly as the result of
the inorganic network expansion.
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DOWNSTREAM SUSTAINABILITY HIGHLIGHTS 2015
A strong safety culture, underpinned by strategic focus on decreasing energy consumption and investing
in technical skills ensured a solid downstream sustainability performance as production increased in 2015

Climate change
Refining CO2 emissions

mn tonnes
5

tonnes/
kilotonnes

mn tonnes
2.0

Petrochemicals CO2 emissions

210

4

1.03

1.5

3

190

2

170

1
0

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

150

1.01

1.0

0.99

0.5
0

Total CO 2 emissions – Refining
CO 2 emissions / production – total Refining

t CO2/t HVC
1.05

0.97
0.95

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

CO 2 emissions – Petrochemicals
Specific CO 2 emissions – Petrochemicals

STRATEGIC GOAL:

PERFORMANCE:

Ensure all sites move up
one decile from current
positions in their sectoral
CO2 benchmarks

Refining and petrochemical operations are the primary sources of MOL Group’s GHG emissions
Next Downstream Program brought 49 thousand tonnes of energy and CO2 emissions savings
GHG target challenged by 4% increase in emissions recorded in 2015

ENERGY
GJ/kt
4,000

Specific energy consumption Refining

Specific energy consumption
Petrochemicals

12,500

3,800

12,000

3,600

11,500

3,400

11,000

3,200
3,000

GJ/kt
13,000

10,500

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

10,000

Energy consumption / production - total Refining

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Energy consumption / production - Petrochemicals

STRATEGIC GOAL:

PERFORMANCE:

Decrease downstream
production energy
consumption by min. 5%

 MOL Petrochemicals Plc, INA d. d., MOL Plc obtained ISO 50001 certification
 Energy consumption in refineries increased due to an increase in production
 Specific energy-consumption of petrochemicals reduced by 12% compared to 2011 as a results of
energy efficiency programs

Safety
cases/mn
working hours
3

Lost time injury frequency
DS Production

pcs

Process Safety Events TIER 1+2

35
30
25

2

20
15

1

10
5

0

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Lost time injury frequency – total Refining + Petchem
2011-2014 CONCAWE all downstream average

0

2013

2014

2015

DS PSE TIER 1+2

STRATEGIC GOAL:

PERFORMANCE:

Implement programs that
aim for zero incidents

 The construction of Slovnaft LDPE plant and Butadiene Extraction Unit at MOL Petrochemicals
Plc recorded outstanding level of safety performance
 Increased number of LTIs in Hungarian and Croatian refineries
 Relatively high number of LTI mainly caused by slip and trip incidents
 Number of process safety events decreased by 12% compared to 2013, but indirect financial
impact increased due to unit shutdown in 2015

AIR EMISSIONS
NOx emissions

tonnes
6,000

tonnes/
kilotonnes
0.30

tonnes
12,000

5,000

0.25

10,000

4,000

0.20

8,000

3,000

0.15

6,000

2,000

0.10

4,000

1,000

0.05

2,000

0

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

0

0

NOx – Refining
NOx emissions / production – total Refining

SO2 emissions

tonnes/
kilotonnes
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

SO 2 – Refining
SO 2 emissions / production – total Refining

STRATEGIC GOAL:

PERFORMANCE:

Decrease environmental
footprint

 Increases in SO2 and NOx was a result of increased fuel oil consumption instead
of natural gas in refineries
 Five-year air emissions trends show significant improvements primarily as a result
of legal compliance related developments

WATER AND SPILLS
Water withdrawal

mn m3
100

Number and volume of spills (›1m 3)

m3/kt
5,000

pcs
25

80

4,000

20

400

60

3,000

15

300

40

2,000

10

200

20

1,000

5

100

0

0

0

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Total water withdrawal – Refining
Water withdrawal / production – total Refining

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

m3
500

0

Number of spills – Refining
Volume of spills – total Refining

STRATEGIC GOAL:

PERFORMANCE:

Reduce total water
withdrawals in DS
Production by 5%

 Decrease in water withdrawal is not the result of efficiency improvements, but reduced operation
of certain units
 The volume of hydrocarbon content of spills above 1 m 3 increased to 12.9 m 3 compared to 2014

HUMAN CAPITAL
Headcount

(including Petrochemical and Retail operations)

Training

(including Petrochemical and Retail operations)
hours

prs

th HUF

15,400
15,200
15,000
14,800
14,600
14,400
14,200
14,000
13,800

60

35

50

30

40

25
20

30

15

20

10

10

2013

2014

2015

Headcount

0

5

2013

2014

2015

0

Training cost per capita (HUF ‘000’)
Training hours per capita (hours)

STRATEGIC GOAL:

PERFORMANCE:

Enhance business
critical competencies and
leadership skills

 Total headcount of downstream includes petrochemical, logistics and retail businesses
 Change in implementation of retail business operating model brought about decreasing headcount figures
 Increased focus on technical skills and leadership development spurred increased training
activity
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OUTLOOK
Fundamentals may still remain above mid-cycle levels in
2016: With a cautious approach we forecast refinery margins of
around 4-5 USD/bbl and the petrochemical margin of around
500 EUR/t or even slightly below. It implies that downstream
macro condition retreat somewhat from exceptional 2015 levels,
but overall they remain supportive versus mid-cycle levels.
While the lower crude price environment is lending support
through lower processing costs this effect is limited as European refinery capacity overhang will persist, capping any
sudden surge in margins. Commissioning of more complex
and more competitive refineries in the US and the Middle East
put Europe into a vulnerable position since additional import
volumes of diesel pushed crack spreads lower. Although in 2015
gasoline crack spread have been performing better compared
with diesel ones due to high global demand growth mainly
driven by the US and Asia, the Group expects that this trend
might not continue in the future.
Following that motor fuel demand increased by 5% in 2015,
consumption approached pre-crisis highs in some countries
of the region. Motor fuel demand is expected to stabilise with
an approximate 2-3% growth in the CEE region during 2016.
Further diesel demand growth might be affected by the extent

of economic growth (GDP growth) and the potential changes
of the regulatory framework which might not support the
trend of further dieselisation.
Next Downstream continues to target USD 500mn
EBITDA improvement by 2017, USD 210mn already delivered: Although the current business environment is very
favourable, we expect the external environment to fade during
2016 compared to 2015. Therefore we are aiming to partially
offset any negative effects by continuing the Next Downstream
Program in 2016 and 2017 as well. The overall target of Downstream is to achieve USD 1.3-1.4bn EBITDA and around USD
900mn normalized cash flow generation by the end of 2017 on
the base of our 2014 performance and external environment. If
there is an upside in external conditions that would elevate the
above mentioned EBITDA figure further. Ultimately the target
of program is to reach an incremental USD 500mn EBITDA
from internal efforts.
USD 350mn coming from asset and market efficiencies:
Altogether more than 150 individual actions are included
in this part of the program, tackling efficiency improvement in production and commercial areas. As a result MOL

will improve its white product yield by 2.5%, increase operational availability of key assets, enhance energy intensity and increase traded motor fuel volumes to 150% against
own produced motor fuels, gradually increase crude intake
from through seaborne purchases. Following the successful
rehabilitation and expansion of the Friendship I pipeline
connecting the Danube and Bratislava refineries in the first
half of 2015, from 2016 we are launching seaborne crude oil
deliveries to the Bratislava refinery as well. Number of tested
crudes in the complex refineries will increase in the future
and decision on supply will be made based on economics of
different available crude types.
Higher fuel sales are planned for 2016 driven by the acquisitions and country concept actions targeting enhanced captive
positions. As a supply & trading priority we are aiming
further growth in 3rd party product supply to ensure market
coverage and flexibility.
USD 150mn added by strategic projects: Additionally our
strategic growth projects will further contribute USD 150mn
to the Next Downstream Program. This part of the program
covers the constructed new 130,000 tons per annum capacity
butadiene extraction unit at our MOL Petrochemicals site
and the finalization of the new low density polyethylene plant
(LDPE) in Bratislava which will not only replace 3 out-of-date
production units currently in operation, but also significantly

increase the quality of produced LPDE. From sales perspective
we are targeting to reach effective placement of products of the
above mentioned new units.
With more than 250 initiatives and major strategic projects
coming on stream (e.g. LDPE 4 unit in Slovnaft Petrochemicals), an additional USD 140mn EBITDA improvement is
targeted for 2016.
Pursing inorganic opportunities in the region and developing our retail network: Following the aggressive inorganic
network expansion of the previous years, according to new
strategic directions 2015-2017 which sets MOL Group Retail to
become first customer’s choice in fuel and convenience retailing
we continue to further investigate inorganic growth opportunities across the CEE region within the supply radius of our
refineries. Such potential steps are going to enhance our captive
market positions and support overall margin capture of our
Downstream business. Our new non-fuel FRESH CORNER
concept has been developed according to the needs of the
modern customer. The plan for 2016 is to roll out the concept in
more than 300 stations across 8 different countries.
In 2016, significant efforts will be put in training, developing
and motivating our staff and partners on the stations to create
unique host culture and make our customers smile and feel
welcome and understood.
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